ALUMAL ELOX 557
High Performance Anodizing
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Anodising is a globally viable and important

Furthermore,

electrolytic passivation process to improve

specially
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Applicators realize greater productivity and

anodising applications.
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structure of this resulting coating depends on
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improved properties of the anodising layer, a

solution agitation during processing. Of
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providing greater quality and consistency for
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the performance of the application and the
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electrolytic

barrier layer separating the electrolyte, at the

dissolution of Aluminum, the oxide formed is

base of the pores, from the underlying

not simply a deposit, but rather a highly

aluminum metal.

ordered nano-scale Aluminum oxy-hydroxide

The

type network of cells growing from the alloy

uniformity of these cells that determine the

substrate being processed.

characteristics of the final coating layer

The definition and structure of this anodic

obtained. The more evenly the resulting cells

coating represents a series of hexagonal

are distributed, the more uniform and positive

cells, each with a central pore and a thin

the result.
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K E Y FACTOR S I N FLU E N CI N G
A N OD IZ I N G Q UA LIT Y

• Applied current/voltage
• The chemistry of the anodizing solution
• Electrolyte temperature
• Processing time
• Base metal alloy and surface condition
ALUM I N IUM

• Racking of the parts
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OXIDE LAYER OPTIMIZATION
ALUMAL ELOX 557 anodising additive

CON V E NTI ON A L A N OD IZ I N G

modifies the formation of the microstructure
of the anodic oxide by increasing the
number of the cells per given surface area.
This yields a more defined, even structure,
resulting in higher gloss and smoother
surface finish that significantly improves the
quality of the result providing higher
performance.
The hardness of the formed anodic oxide
layer is increased up to 55 – 85Hv Vickers

A LU M A L E LOX 5 57

hardness units greater than obtained with
conventional sulfuric anodized systems,
corresponding to higher wear resistance for
the layer.
Additionally, the resulting layer is more
ductile and, despite the increased hardness,
there is less brittleness than the oxide
obtained without using the ELOX 557
additive.
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C IS FOR COLOURING
The improvement with uniformity of the oxide
layer makes for an easier electro-colouring or
organic

dye

colouring

processes

management and higher overall colour
quality.
The enhanced colour penetration into the
oxide layer pores results in better colour
brightness and retention with increased fade
resistance.

Applicators realize additional

benefits of reduced times for effective
colouring and decreased dye consumption.
What is more; the anodize layer sealing
process is also simplified, as smaller pores
are filled the sealing chemistry, the reliability
of

sealing

is

higher

for

exceeding

performance standards.
As

for

cold

sealing

processes,

the

consumption of the sealing additives is
decreased by up to 7% which improves cost
savings for the application.
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EFFICIENT ECONOMY

In addition to the improvement of layer

Electric energy savings of up to 15% can be

quality, using ALUMAL ELOX 557 maximizes

realised due to lower applied voltages while

the efficiency of the anodising process

processing time is reduced as the oxide layer

application
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ALUMAL ELOX 557 additive in the process.

Important energy savings for the process can

The consumption of sulfuric acid can be

be realised thanks to this additive having

reduced by up to 15% due to the ALUMAL
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voltage.
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Less
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ALUMAL ELOX 557 enables anodising parts

life of the anodising solution requiring less

at higher temperatures (up to 24°C) therefore

solution replacement and positive benefits

electric energy savings of up to 30% can be

impacting
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efficiency.

with
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diminished

cooling/chilling the solution.
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PRODUCTIVITY
A meticulous case study was performed at a customer’s plant to validate the performance
and the impact using ALUMAL ELOX 557 in a production scale. These benefits represent
the realised advantages after the introduction to their anodizing process.

I m p r ove d s t a b i li t y

Sh o r te r p r o ce ss t i m e
L e ss A l
d iss o lu ti o n

PRODUCTI V IT Y
Increased
co n d u c t i v i t y

Less
energy

S U S TA I N A B I LIT Y

L e ss i m p a c t o n
w as te w ate r &
l e ss c h e m i c a l
co nsu m p t i o n

L e ss
su lp hu r i c
co nsu m p ti o n

Q UA LIT Y
B e t te r d ye
r e te nti o n
I m p r ove d q u a li t y

I m p r ove d u n i f o r m i t y

I m p r ove d
p o r e d is t r i b u ti o n

Increased hardness

Let our COVENTYA team show you how ALUMAL ELOX 557 can improve your anodising
operation by increasing performance, realising the potential of higher profitability while
expanding your market presence in the world of Aluminum Surface Treatment.
For more information for reaching a customized solution, contact your local COVENTYA
representative.
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